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About This Game

Set against the backdrop of the Old World, two adventurers--both seasoned warriors--will quest across a Western Europe ablaze
with the turmoil of a newly begun Fourth Crusade. Denz, a holy Templar, and Esteban, a roguish mercenary, may have different

origins, but their motivations are the same: amidst the danger and despair of a new Crusade, to find the means to deliver
themselves from a terrible curse that threatens to consume their immortal souls.

Key Features

The Old World Burns - Embark on a contentious quest for retribution spanning five chapters and over 30 missions that
promises to bring fire, death, and destruction to the great cities of medieval Europe.

A Templar Cursed - Transform the world around you into a flaming red vision of Hell, increasing your strength and
your ability to perceive hidden things, all at the expense of your humanity.

Brotherhood of Steel - Split-screen or online, recruit a friend to assume control of the thief, Esteban, to join in the
excitement of shared adventure.

Intense, visceral 3rd-person action - Easy to grasp yet deep in its execution, a weapon-based combat engine features
over 90 combos, dozens of weapons, and a timing-based counter system.
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Kylotonn Entertainment, dtp
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I love this skin, I ordered it and they shipped it the following day, it's almost I got it instantly!. Crush Your Enemies is an RTS
in the same vein as Advanced Wars. The artwork is great, and the dialogue is certainly funny. Overall, my problem with it is
the controls and timing being such critical factor for success that it makes it more stressful to play, instead of fun.

I played with both mouse and keyboard and XBox360 wireless.

I played the demo for ~2 hours, and I was very impressed. For some reason, the full game does not suck me in nearly as much. I
honestly don't know why, but feel strongly enough to write a negative review. At this point, I don't think I'd recommend friends
run out and buy it. The PC demo was removed so I don't think thats an option at this point, either. You can download a free
version on iOS, though.

For starters, while I appreciate the controller support, it is not great at all. It feels quite tedious to play with an XBox 360
wireless. In fact, overall the game was clearly built for mobile touchscreen (I have it on my phone, too). Once again, timing is 
sooo important here (many of the mission objectives are based on very precise timing to accomplish - we are talking about
seconds meaning the difference here, too), and using the controller is awkward when trying to click on units/areas of the map
(which is all you do, really).

Such a focus on real-time gets quite stressful when combined with awkward controls. Thats all I can really say.

Pros:
+Great retro art and feel
+Dialogue is really well done
+I do really like the idea - like I said, the demo totally sold me

Cons:
-The controls are awkward IMHO, particularly when using a controller (the demo did not have controller support, FYI)
-To a large extent, this feels (and likely was) built for mobile
-Too much focus on very precise timing, to the extent that things get stressful

A shame, really. I really looked forward the full release of this one.

Peace,. No atmosphere, dry and shallow dialogues, game breaking bugs, a camera that's uncomfortable at best - nope. Can't
recommend this game, sry.. This game is a good horror survival game for any who like ones with a unique set of characters and
storyline! The only things I will say that aren't so good with the game is that the voice acting ain't too shabby, but it could be
better. The game could've also been longer and had a wider range of characters and setting.. Hamilton's Great Adventure is a big
fat "no" for 2 main reasons

#1: Hamilton's will not install one of its components correctly. Refer to the game's forum and notice how almost every thread is
about how the game won't start. Its possible to correct the problem, but the developer hasn't bothered to update, fix, or write a
solution, and there's a lot of confusion and misleading answers on the forum on how to get the game to run.

#2: some idiot designed the game to be played with a 3 button mouse. Pictured in the game's instructions is a 2 button + scroll
wheel mouse. A vital action is tied to the scroll wheel, and I can not for the life of me get the god damned thing to work. There's
no way to change key bindings in the game, so I'm stuck. Thankfully I can get around this using a 360 controller, but still there's
no excuse for something that stupid.

If neither of these two problems turn up for you, you're left with a very simple and boring game that (from what I hear) steadily
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becomes outrageously frustrating. However, its framed by a charming and compelling story. This is the 2nd Fat Shark game I've
purchased. While those dudes posess a great deal of genuine creativity and originality, they can not code nor game design worth
a damn and their game support is practically non-existant. Its a real shame.. Let's be clear, first. This isn't a game. This is a
visual novel in the strictest sense of the term: a story with graphics. There are no choices, no secret characters, no branching
routes. There's a beginning, a bunch of porn, and an ending. Given that, your mileage depends quite a bit on how much you
enjoy that porn.

Not sure who the intended audience is here, but speaking as an unrepentant fujoshi, turns out it wasn't me. The art was pretty,
but heavily pixel-censored images killed the visual side, the squelching SFX were hilaaariously over the top, both traps were
very obviously voiced by women and the constant variations on "MC's magic p*nis is turning me female!" \/ "now that I've
tasted MC's magic c*m my existence centers around being his personal c*ck sleeve" was super, super tedious. I could go the rest
of my life without hearing the phrase "Ochin-chin miruku" again.

Again, YMMV. If the above sounds like your thing, enjoy.. nawet fajne. LOL, can we get acheivements as well as trading
cards?

This is my second licence. I have Sprtier on my Macbook. There are simliar programs-- comparision below, but this program is
the best option out of the three main options people use for gaming.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RINik8aPzg

Away from gaming-- you bump into programs like Adobe Flash or Toonboom for animation and drawing needs. Manga Stuido
is a pretty good option for drawing and making digtial art as Mike also usese it in his tutrorial videos for Spriter. Also, you can
find Manga Studio or Clip Studio on sale evey so often.
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I just got my Vive new, but i played some different games on friends places or conventions and watched a lot of gameplay
videos. so i have to say Viking Rage is really worth the money cus it brings way more features and things to explore with it than
most of the other vive games i've tried. the physics are great and the graphics are cartoonish in a very good way. 3D Audio is
also implemented so i would use headphones for playing this game, but it works just fine on speakers as well.

i also like that there are minigames within the game, but u have to find them in the mainhall, and i think u have to unlock them
first.

overall a very worth trying out for everyone owning a HTC Vive.. Tom Clancy's Swansong, rip in peaces pupper. Its Like 6
Hours Vn..Good Story Good Characters And Nice Ending\/s..For A Free Vn It Was Good 6 Hours Well Wasted Time :D xD. \u
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very confusing. Overall this unit is ok, its very pleasing that it is in the game and that foremost is the main reason I would
recommend it. The modelling is great and it fantastic to look at. Other then that the sounds are not impressive, quite standard
(and recycled clearly) which then makes it a less of good experience to drive.
But generally that is what is expected, to conclude its a fantastic addition to the game and for the Brighton Mainline route!. All
the characters are so one dimentional and unlikeable. The world kinda tries to imitate an open world, but in reality, it's small and
closed. The maps are usually very boring and there isnt much to do. Choices you make dont really matter all that much too as
many thing play out the same way and the whole 'Good - Evil' personality isnt really all that interesting and doesnt really do
anything. Evil guys just have easier ways to finish quests and more rewards, so there isnt really a point of being good. Everyone
Ive seen playing it, plays as a evil guy. The characters are bad anyway so killing them isnt really anything emotional, but in the
end the end result is pretty much the same. For the most part no one really cares who you kill and no one will call you a
murderer or will be hostile towards you because of that. So the system doesnt really work. The combat system is very, veeery
boring with certain enemies you have to fight with your bow you dont really use and probably you dont have any good bows as
you dont buy them. But if you get to certain spells you can be an OP beast. Most of them time youre either too weak to fight all
those guys the game throws at you at once, or you're too strong. There's no in-between. Also, there's another thing. I feel like
everything is so expensive, you really have to have A LOT of gold to afford any equipement and this is the only place you can
get it, aside from the bonus chests and stuff
But. The game havent really encouraged to go for any of the bonus stuff, because it requires a lot of time or preparations. Like,
the bonus content is as boring as the main game, so I dont really want to go around collecting some stupid crap which will give
me some unworthy rewards. The side quests are also very boring and have no actual reason to exist, because they dont give you
anything. I think I havent done any side quests as I was playing, maybe except for one at the very beginning. And as for the
story... It doesnt really make any sense. The game keeps droping this heavy plot bombs on you, but none of it is actually
interesting or enjoyable. The game just wants you to go all around its small world, so youre always all over the place in different
locations with reasons usually being "There's a job there, so go and do it". The pacing is very off and some of the plot points
doesnt really make sense or mean anything at the end. Like, you do something, but you dont really know why and what does it
change. But maybe it was just me skipping all the boring dialogues. Im trying not to go in too much detail, because of the
potential spoilers, but yeah. The game is bad.. This sure looked like a game I would like, and I was not wrong.

Approach this as you would a roguelike - the rules are sparsely explained, and you will die a lot until you figure things out.
(Even after you figure things out, you will still die a lot.)

When you are first playing and learning, it is easy to think of the game as "cheap", and your fate decided by the whims of
chance, but this is not true. Like any good roguelike, there are steps you can take to get the engine rolling, and paths that are
optimal - and suboptimal - in various situations. Bad dice rolls will mean failure and death - but good strategy will often be
enough to overcome failure. It won't feel this way to you early, but persevere and you'll figure it out.

Hopefully there is DLC with more scenarios forthcoming, or maybe expansions! It's a great little game.. Possibly the worse
game in the Travel Riddles series. Boring game play, uninspiring music or visuals. No excitement at all. I would not pay full
price for this. 3\/10. This is alot of fun. It's a simple concept which makes for a fun puzzle game. Some of the puzzles you are
presented with are very difficult, but they are never impossible.

There are two types of puzzles; ones which force you to think and act fast. The other requires plenty of thought and lots of trial
and error. Fortunately the game provides you with skip tokens, which allow you to bypass puzzles you may not be able to solve
at the time. As you can imagine this alleviates frustration and keeps the game fun.

This game shines in local coop. Gasp! Did I just say Local Coop on the PC? I did! A Virus Named Tom does it so well, it might
be some of the most fun I've had during a local coop session. It forces you to work together to solve the puzzles and fend off the
antivirus. This game will spur lots of comradery and arguments to boot as you accidentally work against each other.

If you have some extra controllers and some friends (up to 4) you can invite over, definitely buy this game. The learning curve is
quite easy, so that even non gamers can enjoy it.. It doesn't show up with the pictures and names of the cars, hope this will be
fixed in the next update. And also, where is the spoiler on the Maluch and the wide body?
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